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and passing by the sleeper, sate himself down, to await Krishna's awakening, on the royal seat beside the head of the bed. But Arjuna, coming in afterwards, stood at the foot thereof joining his hands as if in entreaty. So the dawn broke, and Krishna awaking, his eyes fell first upon Arjuna, then turning he saw Duryodana and greeted him. Then Duryodana said :
" Lo, Krishna, I was the first to come! We are both equally your relatives. Therefore lend me your aid in accordance with the rule that the first come hath prior claim/'
At this Krishna of supreme intelligence smiled and replied : " Because thou earnest first and I saw him first I will lend assistance to both ; but Arjuna, being youngest, hath, by the rules of our race, first choice. Therefore let him choose between these two. On the one side a million of my picked warriors, on the other myself alone and unarmed, resolved not to fight against my kin."
Then Arjuna said hastily : " Lo ! I choose Krishna alone, unarmed, resolved not to fight against his kin ; since friendship is the strongest weapon in the world ! "
But Duryodana, mightily pleased, chuckled at Arjuna's foolishness, and gladly took the army of a million tried warriors.
Now, afterwards, Krishna, rising and attired in his saintly yellow robes, said to Arjuna : " Was there no other reason for thy selection, O my friend ? "
Whereupon Arjuna laughed and replied: " Yea ! Verily ! Thou art an illustrious person in this world, cousin, and thy renown goes with thee. So I, also suitor for fame, desired to have thee for my charioteer ! Dost see ? "
At this Krishna laughed also and said :  "So

